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FRCA and FNPF TO LAUNCH JOINT ID CARD 

 

The Fiji Revenue and Customs Authority (FRCA) and the Fiji National Provident Fund 

(FNPF) will issue a joint identity card from July, 2013. 

 

The announcement was made today by Mr Ajith Kodagoda, Chairman of both institutions. 

  

“The joint ID card has been primarily designed for convenience to benefit taxpayers and 

FNPF members,” Mr Kodagoda said.  

 

“The card will ease current requirements needed for most financial and legal transactions 

that include the demand for TIN letters and FNPF Membership cards. From July, all you 

need to produce is this card.” 

 

Mr Kodagoda said that an added major advantage is that the card can be issued by both 

organisations. 

 

“The Fiji public can obtain this card from either FNPF or FRCA, instead of the current 

practice where we have to visit both FNPF and FRCA.” Mr Kodagoda said FRCA will phase 

out the issuing of TIN letters. TIN letters are primary source document that is a 

prerequisite required by the banks, the Land Transport Authority or Water Authority of 

Fiji. 

  



 

 

“FNPF will eventually phase out its current cards and it will soon issue this card for new 

members,” Mr Kodagoda added. 

 

FRCA and FNPF will have a joint database, which will only contain the information required 

by both parties for the issue of the identity card. 

 

FNPF has already identified 200,000 members who also have tax identification numbers. 

FRCA has over 700,000 taxpayers in its database. 

  

Mr Kodagoda stressed that the database would only be accessed by authorised persons of 

both organisations. 

  

“Such arrangements are already being done in countries such as Singapore where the 

SingPass or national identity card is being used to access their pension fund as well as tax 

services,” Mr Kodagoda said. 

 

“In the United States, they use the Social Security Number as their national ID for all 

services while in New Zealand, the Inland Revenue Department (IRD) number is used to 

access online Kiwi Saver (pension fund) services.” 

 

The project will be implemented in phases and will be piloted with a selected target groups.  

 

“It is envisaged that the card will be used as a smart card similar to ATM cards.” 

 

“I would like to assure taxpayers and FNPF members that both organizations will continue 

to pursue value-adding products and services that will ultimately benefit our members.” 
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